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Abstract—We present a bandwidth-efficient joint channel6
coding-modulation scheme conceived for the broadcast channel7
of decode-and-forward (DF) two-way relaying (TWR), where8
trellis-coded modulation (TCM) is intrinsically amalgamated with9
network-coded modulation (NCM) for achieving both a chan-10
nel coding gain and a high throughput. We conceive a low-11
complexity receiver algorithm for our joint TC-NCM scheme,12
which applies decoding and demodulation simultaneously, with-13
out the need to first demodulate the signal before decoding, as in14
the traditional solutions. As a further contribution, the TC-NCM15
scheme is intrinsically amalgamated with adaptive transceiver16
techniques. We then further investigate the performance of our17
near-instantaneously adaptive discrete-rate TC-NC-quadrature-18
amplitude modulation/phase-shift keying (QAM-PSK) scheme.19
Both simulation results and numerical analysis are presented,20
which are compared with the performance of traditional NCM21
schemes. The results show that our scheme not only increases the22
achievable transmission rate but improves the reliability as well,23
yet it is of modest complexity.24
Index Terms—Adaptive modulation, fading channels, network-25
coded modulation (NCM), trellis-coded modulation (TCM),26
two-way relaying (TWR).27
I. INTRODUCTION28
W ITHIN just a few decades, wireless communications29 have undergone a rapid growth from their initial con-30
ception to worldwide penetration, which has changed our daily31
lives as well as the way we think. Mobile communication has32
become the most important linkage between individuals and in-33
formation networks. The increasing density of mobile users has34
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fueled an escalating demand for higher capacity and reliability 35
of the network. Relaying combined with other powerful phys- 36
ical layer transmission techniques are capable of significantly 37
improving the achievable spectrum efficiency and/or expanding 38
the range of high-throughput cellular coverage. As an attrac- 39
tive solution, network coding (NC) [1], [2], which was origi- 40
nally proposed for wired networks, is capable of significantly 41
improving a wireless relaying network’s throughput and robust- 42
ness. Since 2000, diverse NC techniques have been conceived 43
for multiuser communication relying on relaying [3]–[13]. To 44
the best of our knowledge, the treatise of Wu et al. [3] was 45
the first NC-contribution on the practical subject of simultane- 46
ous two-way information exchange between two nodes. NC Q147
methods conceived for multiuser communications were inves- 48
tigated in [4]–[6], where the relay node (RN) of two-way re- 49
laying (TWR) that performs an XOR operation on the decoded 50
bit stream was presented in [4], with the upper and lower frame 51
error ratio performance bounds of cooperative multiuser sys- 52
tems using NC derived in [5], while noncoherent near-capacity 53
NC schemes relying on extrinsic information transfer charts 54
designed in [6]. NC techniques for TWR channel were devel- 55
oped in [7]–[13]. Thereinto, Popovski and Yomo [7] explored 56
several methods invoking physical-layer NC for the TWR chan- 57
nel, Xie [8] and Wu [9] investigated the downlink capacity of 58
asymmetric1 decode-and-forward TWR (DF-TWR). More ex- 59
plicitly, Larsson [10] provided a low-complexity XOR-based NC 60
en-/decoding method, while Manssour et al. conceived a gen- 61
eralized symbol-level multiplicative NC scheme in [11], where 62
NC-quadratic-amplitude modulation (QAM) was considered in 63
detail. Furthermore, they proposed an NC-aware link adaptation 64
scheme for the wireless broadcast channel (BC) and combined 65
it with XOR-based NC and generalized multiplicative NC in 66
[12], which is capable of achieving a significantly improved 67
throughput. Further research on asymmetric DF-TWR with NC 68
modulation (NCM) was conducted by Chen et al. [13], where 69
set-partitioning-based NCM and a NC-oriented maximum ratio 70
combining (NC-MRC) scheme was conceived for the sake of 71
maximizing the throughput, while achieving a beneficial diver- 72
sity gain. NCM proposed in [11]–[13] have laid the foundations 73
of asymmetric transmission research for TWR. Additionally, in 74
[12] and [13], Manssour et al. and Chen et al. conceived adaptive 75
NCM based on variable-rate transmissions, which motivates us 76
1The asymmetry here implies that the two traffic flows may have different
symbol rates.
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to further investigate the family of adaptive NCM techniques77
designed for DF-TWR over time-varying channels.78
Near-instantaneously adaptive modulation is capable of re-79
alizing reliable communications over hostile fading channels.80
More explicitly, provided that the channel’s complex envelope81
is known at the transmitter, an increased throughput can be82
achieved by adapting the transmit power, data rate, and coding83
scheme according to the near-instantaneous fading level [14].84
A substantial amount of in-depth research has been dedicated85
to this topic [15]–[20]. Torrance and Hanzo [15] designed a86
set of optimum mode-switching levels, which was found for a87
generic constant-power adaptive-modulation scheme based on88
a specific target bit-error-rate (BER) by maximizing the achiev-89
able bits-per-symbol throughput. Goldsmith and Chua [16] pro-90
posed variable-rate variable-power transmission using uncoded91
M -ary QAM (MQAM), while coded adaptive MQAM was in-92
vestigated in [17]. Channel coding is of crucial importance in93
wireless research [18]–[20]. Thereinto, Yee et al. characterized94
Turbo-coded adaptive MQAM in [18]. Both space-time trellis95
and space-time block coding were investigated in [19]. Hanzo96
et al. [20] conducted in-depth research on adaptive-coded mod-97
ulation conceived for time-division multiple access (TDMA),98
code division multiple access, and OFDM systems. In a nut-Q2 99
shell, during the 2000s, these solutions have found their way100
into literally all wireless standards. Furthermore, they provided101
two directions for our study of DF-TWR. One direction is the102
joint power and rate adaptation, which was proposed in [13] for103
NCM to improve the bandwidth efficiency of relaying network.104
The other direction is the joint design of channel coding with105
NCM, which holds the potential of significantly improving the106
network’s robustness.107
As for the first direction, Chen et al. [13] have explored108
constant-power, variable-rate adaptive NCM, where only the109
rates are time-variant, subject to the channel conditions. A110
combination of the techniques advocated in [13] and [16] was111
invoked for DF-TWR’s downlink in [21], where joint variable-112
power and variable-rate schemes were investigated in order to113
improve the throughput of networks. However, most of these114
adaptive solutions were designed without considering spectrally115
efficient coding, with the exception of [17] and [18].116
We continue by considering the second direction for TWR.117
Both channel coding and modulation techniques have to be118
designed for maintaining a certain target-integrity, but these119
two techniques are often designed separately. Hence, the120
joint design of channel coding, adaptive modulation, and NC121
for DF-TWR is still in its infancy and currently there is a122
paucity of contributions on related research. Inspired both by123
the trellis-coded MQAM philosophy of [17] and the adap-124
tive turbo-trellis-coded modulation-aided asymmetric distri-125
bution source coding of [22], we conceived a novel coding126
scheme termed as trellis- and network-coded modulation (TC-127
NCM). Explicitly, we intrinsically amalgamate both adaptive128
NCM [21] and TCM [23], [24] for the downlink of DF-TWR,129
so that both the information transmission rate and the reliabil-130
ity are improved. Since the achievable channel coding gain is131
essentially independent of the selection of modulation [17], we132
can adjust the transmit power, the two links’ coding design, as133
well as the pair of transmit rates at the RN to maximize the 134
average data rate without affecting the BER performance and 135
the coding gain. 136
Against this background [13], [16], [17] and [21], we would 137
like to summarize our main contributions as follows: 138
1) Peer-to-peer versus two-way relay channel: We extend 139
the single-link peer-to-peer regime of [16], [17] to the 140
DF-TWR scenario, in which the transmit power at the 141
RN has to simultaneously adapt to a pair of potentially 142
different channel conditions, rather than to a single link. 143
2) An intrinsic amalgam of TCM and NCM: We adapt the 144
standalone TCM [17] and the standalone NCM concepts 145
[13], [21] by intrinsically amalgamating them into a new, 146
inseparable, and more powerful scheme without requiring 147
any bandwidth expansion. This powerful combination of 148
NCM with bandwidth-efficient TCM leads to a joint en- 149
coder structure associated with the pair of bidirectional 150
links of two-way relaying. 151
3) Joint design of our NC-aided trellis-coding algorithm: 152
By exploiting the innate structure of TCM, we develop a 153
joint TC-NCM scheme. Additionally, in contrast to tradi- 154
tional solutions [17], joint decoding and demodulation 155
is conceived, which operates without the need to first 156
demodulate the signal before decoding. 157
4) Limitations imposed on the joint encoder: A specific 158
constraint of our near-instantaneously adaptive DF-TWR 159
technique is that a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-loss is 160
imposed by NC-QAM, which is analyzed. 161
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We com- 162
mence by describing both the system and the channel model of 163
DF-TWR in Section II. We then conceive our generic structure 164
of TC-NCM in Section III, where the motivation, the trans- 165
mitter design, as well as the data flow are detailed. Based on 166
the proposed structure, we develop the transmission mechanism 167
of TC-NCM in Section IV, which is followed by the perfor- 168
mance analysis of the proposed adaptive TC-NC-QAM/phase- 169
shift keying (PSK) scheme in Section V. Finally, we present 170
our simulation and numerical results, characterizing the new 171
scheme in Section VI, with our concluding remarks provided in 172
Section VII. 173
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS 174
Consider a typical asymmetric DF-TWR scenario. The time- 175
division multiplexing/TDMA two-way relay communication 176
system is shown in Fig. 1, where the users are multiplexed to 177
transmit in different time slots. The two destination nodes (DN1 178
and DN2) wish to exchange information between each other via 179
the RN, where it is assumed that the channel is bidirectional 180
and half-duplex so that transmission and reception at each node 181
must take place in different time slots. The typical DF-TWR 182
transmission can be divided into two distinct stages: 1) the mul- 183
tiple access (MA) stage when Source Node 1 and Source Node 184
2 (SN1 and SN2) separately send their data to the RN and 2) the 185
BC stage, when the RN broadcasts the processed signal to both 186
DN1 and DN2. In particular, each DN has a priori knowledge of 187
its own message intended for the other. Throughout this paper, 188
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Fig. 1. Three time-slot DF-TWR.
Fig. 2. System and channel models (broadcast stage).
we only focus our attention on the BC stage, where it is assumed189
that the RN has already successfully received the signals from190
the two source nodes during the MA stage.2191
Building on the BC stage of Fig. 1, our overall TC-NCM192
design is shown in Fig. 2, where both the general TC-NCM193
system and the channel model are presented. The complete data194
flow contains input signal Wi, i = 1, 2, NC symbols x[t], re-195
ceived signals yi [t], as well as output signals Wˆi [t], which will196
be addressed in detail in Section III-C. Here, we first present197
our channel model based on [16]. It is assumed that the sys-198
tem uses ideal Nyquist sampling, where B = 1/Ts denotes the199
bandwidth and Ts is the symbol duration. Similar to the chan-200
nel model of [16], the channel has a real-valued stationary and201
ergodic multiplicative gain gi [t] and imposes complex-valued202
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) ni [t]. For convenience,203
it defines the random variables γi [t] = Sgi [t]/(N0i B) associ-204
ated with the means γi = S/(N0i B) and distribution of p(ri [t]),205
which represent the channel SNR [16], while S denotes the av-206
erage transmit power. Furthermore, N0i denotes the noise power207
spectral density. When the context is unambiguous, we will omit208
the time reference t related to gi , γi , and γi .209
Since the channel is time-variant, we adopt the general210
Nakagami-m model for describing γi statistically, with the211
2During the MA stage, SN1 and SN2 transmit in two different time-slots to
avoid their mutual interference [13].











, i = 1, 2 (1)
where γi represents the instantaneous SNR, γi denotes the aver- 213
age SNR, Γ (m) :=
∫∞
0 t
m − 1e−tdt is the Gamma function, and 214
m is the Nakagami fading parameter. We choose the Nakagami- 215
m distribution, because it is mathematically convenient and can 216
be applied for modeling a large class of fading channels, without 217
having to derive separate equations for the AWGN, Rayleigh and 218
Ricean probability distribution function. Explicitly, it includes 219
the Rayleigh channel as a special case, when m = 1. Addition- 220
ally, a one-to-one mapping between the Ricean factor and the 221
Nakagami fading parameter m allows also Ricean channels to 222
be closely approximated by Nakagami-m channels. 223
Having outlined the transmission model, next we list all of 224
our operating assumptions used throughout this paper. 225
A1) We consider slowly varying nondispersive fading chan- 226
nels. If the channel is changing faster than the rate at 227
which it can be estimated and fed back to the transmit- 228
ter, adaptive techniques will perform poorly. Therefore, 229
it is assumed that the constellation size (transmit rate) 230
must remain constant over hundreds of symbols. Since 231
the constellation size is adapted to an estimate of the 232
channel’s fading level, dozens of symbol durations may 233
be required to obtain a reliable estimate. 234
A2) Perfect channel state information is available both at 235
the RN and DNs. It is assumed that the pair of feed- 236
back path does not introduce any errors, which can be 237
approximately satisfied, provided that sufficiently pow- 238
erful error correction and detection codes are used on 239
the feedback path. 240
A3) It is assumed that the feedback path delays are τi = 241
0, i = 1, 2. The effects of feedback path delays on adap- 242
tive modulation were analyzed in [16], where it was 243
found that a feedback path delay of less than 0.001/fD 244
only results in a modest performance degradation. 245
A4) For practical MQAM, it is required that the signal 246
constellations are restricted to Mj = 22k˜ , j = 1, 2; k˜ = 247
2, 3, . . ., which implies that the coset codes employed 248
have a zero constellation shaping gain. Additionally, 249
the signal constellations of M -ary PSK (MPSK) are 250
restricted to Mj = 2k˜ , j = 1, 2; k˜ = 2, 3, . . .. 251
III. COMBINING TRELLIS-CODED MODULATION WITH 252
NETWORK-CODED MODULATION 253
Based on the system and channel model of Fig. 2, we further 254
develop our joint TCM and NCM design in Figs. 3 and 4. 255
A. Motivation of the Structure 256
Let us recall the salient characteristics of TCM. It is well 257
known that Ungerboeck’s scheme [24] combines coding and 258
modulation by expanding the Euclidean distance (ED) between 259
codewords and absorbs the parity bits without bandwidth ex- 260
pansion by doubling the number of constellation points due 261
to increasing the number of bits/symbol by one. This design 262
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Fig. 3. Transmitter design of adaptive TC-NCM.
Fig. 4. Structure of the multirate trellis-based convolutional encoder (eight-
state QPSK(QAM)/16PSK(16QAM)/32PSK/64PSK(64QAM)-TCM).
jointly optimizes both channel coding and modulation, hence263
again, resulting in significant coding gains with no bandwidth264
expansion.265
Based on the general type of coset coding advocated by Gold-266
smith [17] and [26, ch. 8], we develop our adaptive TC-NCM267
structure of Fig. 3, where the transmitter adapts the coding rate268
and modulation mode according to the channel estimates fed269
back via feedback channels, by adjusting a0, a1, . . . , an1 and270
c0, c1, . . . , cn2 . More explicitly, the channel coding of Fig. 4271
is constituted by a convolutional encoder, with the modulation272
relies on symbol-based NCM. This intrinsically amalgamated273
structure enables us to achieve both a channel coding gain and274
all the NC benefits simultaneously.275
B. Transmitter Design276
Inspired by the general design of coset coding [26, Chapter277
8.7] and by the system model of Fig. 2, we conceive the general278
architecture of our TC-NCM-aided transmitter design in Fig. 3.279
The function of each module is described as follows:280
1) Convolutional Encoder operates on k uncoded data bits to281
produce k + r coded bits, which is the basic component282
of TCM. In our design, we use Ungerboeck’s heuristics283
[24] to design the trellis structure and the bit-to-symbol 284
assignment for four- and eight-state codes. 285
2) Coset Selector uses the coded bits to choose one of the 286
2k+r subsets from a partition of the M -ary constellation. 287
3) Signal Point Selector uses the uncoded bits to choose one 288
of the 2n−k signal constellation points. 289
4) Constellation Map maps the selected point from N - 290
dimensional space to a sequence of N/2 points in a 291
two-dimensional space. 292
5) Network-Coded Modulator employs the NCM algorithm 293
to generate the modulated symbols. 294
The multirate trellis encoder plays a central role in the trans- 295
mitter design. Fig. 4 gives an example of the classic eight-state 296
TCM multirate encoder, where the number of bits/symbol can 297
be adapted in unison with the pair of near-instantaneous SNRs 298
γ1 and γ2. 299
C. Data Flow of TC-NCM 300
In accordance with the above design, we will next detail the 301
data flow in our proposed TC-NCM scheme. 302
1) Adaptive Trellis Codes: The messages received at the RN 303
during the MA stage are denoted by W1 and W2, as shown in 304
Fig. 2, where the serial-to-parallel converter converts a number 305
of bits into symbols. Let us assume that based on the pair of 306
channel condition, we have already determined both the coding 307
rates and constellation sizes (M1 and M2). The parallel signals 308
(take ai for example) a0, a1, . . . , an1 will be encoded by the 309
trellis encoder according to M1. Then, a specific symbol will 310
be jointly generated by the coset selector and the bit-to-symbol 311
mapper. Here, adaptation signifies that the coding modes vary 312
with the instantaneous SNR. Additionally, we have to point out 313
a specific feature of our design, because for the pair of downlink, 314
we have to first determine the most appropriate transmit mode 315
of one of the links, while the mode of the other link will depend 316
on the above-mentioned mode already determined. 317
2) Generate an NCM Symbol: Having generated both the 318
downlink symbols by the pair of trellis encoders, let us now 319
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continue by describing our symbol-based NC-QAM/PSK320
method of [13]. As for the static asymmetric DF-TWR’s321
downlink, the equivalent baseband signals received at the322
coherent receiver of DN1 and DN2 are represented by323
Yi = hiX + Ni, i = 1, 2 (2)
where Yi denotes the received modulated signal, with |hi |2 = gi324
denotes the channel gains, X denotes the transmit symbol at the325
RN. For the discrete-time downlink channel with t denoting the326
time instants, the variables in (2) can be represented by yi [t],327
x[t],
√
gi [t], and ni [t], as shown in Fig. 2. For convenience, the328
following discussions consider the static case for demonstration.329
Relying on the universal NCM method based on the classic set-330
partitioning philosophy of [13], the detailed generations of the331
transmit symbol X for NC-QAM/PSK are described below.332
The constellation sizes of the two downlink traffic flows are333
denoted by M1, M2, supposing M2 ≥ M1, M2/M1 = N. The334
messages W1, W2 are mapped to amplitude/phase points cor-335
responding to M1 and M2 by the bit-to-symbol constellation336
mapper. Then the pair of amplitude/phase symbols are merged337
into a single signal X using the modulo-two operation at the RN.338
We briefly elaborate on our NC-QAM/PSK scheme following339
these steps. The NC-QAM symbol is generated by obeying the340
following steps:341











, i = 1, 2. (3)
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The NC-PSK symbol is generated by the steps below:350






, . . . ,
2 (Mi − 1)π
Mi
}
, i = 1, 2. (7)
Step 2: Identify a normalized MPSK constellation point by353
θ1 and θ2 as follows:354
χi = {cos θi + j sin θi : θi ∈ Θi} . (8)
3d =
√
((3Es )/2 (M2 − 1) − 1),M2 > M1, with d denoting half of the
constellation-spacing in QAM, while Es denotes the symbol energy.
Step 3: Generate the symbol’s phase θ according to 355
θ = θ1 + θ2 mod 2π. (9)
Step 4: Generate the NC-PSK symbol as 356
X =
√
Es (cos θ + j sin θ) . (10)
Finally, the modulated NC-QAM/PSK signal X at the RN 357
will be broadcast to the pair of DN1 and DN2. 358
3) Receiver Design: For the three-timeslot-based NC 359
scheme, Chen et al. proposed an NC-MRC scheme for com- 360
bining the network-coded signal and the original signal of the 361
source [13]. At the receiver side, we apply our NC-MRC de- 362
tection scheme for processing Yi . The Viterbi decoding algo- 363
rithm will be invoked for signal reconstruction. We will then get 364
Wˆ1 and Wˆ2. 365
IV. ENCODER AND DECODER 366
Based on the structure design of TC-NCM conceived in the 367
previous section, we will then focus our attention on designing 368
the encoding algorithm and the transmission mechanism, where 369
Sections IV-A and B outline our motivation and set partitioning 370
philosophy, respectively. In Section IV-C, we design the trans- 371
mission mechanism and coding algorithm, while Section IV-D 372
details our decoder design. 373
A. Motivation for the Coding Design 374
As a joint channel coding and modulation scheme, TCM 375
constitutes a signal-space code, which employs an expanded 376
signal constellation for the sake of absorbing the channel cod- 377
ing parity bits used for providing an error correction capability. 378
In one way, Ungerboeck’s TCM scheme uses multilevel/phase 379
signal modulation and simple convolutional coding combined 380
with set-partitioning-based bit-to-symbol mapping [23], [24]. 381
Therefore, the TCM scheme improves the maximum free ED. 382
Yet, in another way, our NCM technique relies on the specific 383
set-partitioning philosophy of [13]. Amalgamating the above 384
two designs results in our TC-NCM coding design, which 385
intrinsically incorporates NC into the classic TCM. 386
The major differences between classic TCM and our 387
amalgamated scheme are as follows: 388
1) TCM now operates in a DF-TWR scenario instead of the 389
single-link-based peer-to-peer transmission of [17]. To achieve 390
the desired channel coding gain of TCM, we have to jointly 391
design the coding scheme for the coupled pair of downlinks. 392
2) Specific constraints are imposed on both the downlink 393
component encoders because the coded-rates are decided by the 394
SNRs γ1 and γ2. Furthermore, a moderate SNR-loss is imposed 395
by NC-QAM. 396
B. Set-Partitioning-Based TC-NCM Design 397
As we defined in the previous section, two message sequences 398
at the RN are W1 and W2, as shown in Fig. 3. The mode 399
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switching modules select M1 and M2 constellation modes4 to400
transmit W1 and W2 subject to the pair of instantaneous SNRs401
γ1 and γ2, separately. Aiming at maximizing the minimum ED402
of the legitimate symbols transmitted both for RN→DN1 and403
RN→DN2 so as to satisfy the BER constraints, we then con-404
ceive the general coding principle of TC-NCM in Algorithm 1.405
Previous message sequences W1 and W2 will be mapped into406
the single symbols of Xi [ξi ] using the set-partitioning-based407
TC-NCM method of Algorithm 1. What calls for special atten-408
tion is that 1) Algorithm 1 guarantees that the EDs of both the409
legitimate symbols of M1 and M2 for the message W1 and W2410
are always maximized and 2) that the set of all legitimate NCM411
symbols is exactly the same as M2.412
As mentioned above, in conventional systems, the decoding413
and demodulation are designed separately, whereas TCM pro-414
vides a solution to integrate the decoding and demodulation.415
Taking advantage of this property, we combine the NCM tech-416
nique with TCM, resulting in our proposed TC-NCM algorithm.417
Based on this architecture, an improved Viterbi decoding algo-418
rithm is conceived for decoding the TC-NCM signal at DNs419
as shown in Algorithm 2, with explanations of its parameters420
listed as follows:421
1) Di (U,M): the ED of signals between two constellation422
points;423
2) Cp,q ′: the state of coding memory transferring i to j;424
3) BMi,t (p, q) , q = 1, 2, . . . , Q: the minimum ED among425
the nth time slot of the received signal Yi,t and Cp,q ′;426
4) PMi,t (q): the minimum ED among the candidate se-427
quence and the received sequence, when at the time instant428
T it has a trellis state of q;429
5) SURi,t (q): the maximum likelihood decoded sequence,430
when at the time instant t it has a trellis state of q.431
Relying on the philosophy of TC-NCM conceived above, spe-432
cific modulation schemes will be proceeded in detail, namely433
TC-NC-QAM/PSK. Based on the adaptive NC-QAM/PSK434
schemes of [21] and on the peer-to-peer-coded MQAM de-435
sign of [17], we will further investigate the joint channel coding436
and adaptive TC-NCM design for the downlink of DF-TWR.437
Let us now apply the general method of coded modulation pro-438
posed above for the NC-QAM/PSK. The design of the encoding439
and decoding design constitutes the foundation of the adaptive440
TC-NC-QAM/PSK scheme, which will be described soon.441
C. Encoder Design of TC-NC-QAM/PSK442
Let us first consider the concrete TC-NC-QAM/PSK coding443
design based on Figs. 3 and 4 and Algorithm 1. In the follow-444
ing discussion, we will take TC-NC-8PSK and TC-NC-16PSK445
modulator with code rates of Rate1 = 2/3 and Rate2 = 3/4 as446
the specific example to elaborate the general principle of Algo-447
rithm 1. In particular, assumption A4) is applied for PSK and/or448
QAM, which signifies the simplest scenario associated with the449
former being a subset of the latter. Based on Algorithm 1, the450
modulated NC symbol is generated by following these steps.451
4In the following discussion, we assume M2 ≥ M1, then each subset consists
of M1 symbols having the maximum symbol distances.
Algorithm 1: Joint Coding-Modulation Algorithm of
TC-NCM.
Input: Message Wi, i = 1, 2, Mi , i = 1, 2
Output: TC-NCM symbol X
Initial: Determine k1, k2, n1 and n2 from M1 and M2.
Step 1: Process Mi
 Select Mi to transmit Wi
 Compare Mi (we assume M2 >M1 for following use)
– If M2 ≥ M1, select M2 for follow-up use
– Else select M1 for follow-up use
Step 2: Convert the serial signal W2 into the parallel signal
n2
 Operate on k2 uncoded data bits of n2 to produce
(k2 + r2) coded bits
 Partition M2 into 2k2+r2 subsets labeled as χ2, relying
on the TCM set partitioning philosophy
Step 3:
 Use the coded bits (k2 + r2) to choose one of the
subsets from χ2
 Label the selected subsets as χ(m 2)2 , with the symbols
in χ(m 2)2 as {X(m 2)2 [0], . . . ,X(m 2)2 [2n2−k2 − 1]}
Step 4:
 Operate on the (n2 − k2) additional uncoded bits to
choose one of the signal points X2[ξ2] in χ(m 2)2
 Record the size of subset χ(m 2)2 and the index ξ2 of the
point X2[ξ2]
Step 5:
 Let M1 be a set of χ(\)2
 Generate χ(m 1)1 , X1[ξ1] and the index ξ1 by taking
similar Steps 2–4
Step 6: Applying NCM
 Obtain ξ1 and ξ2
 Generates TC-NCM symbol by X = X(m 2)2 [ξ1 + ξ2
modM1]
Step 1: The message sequences W1 and W2 at RN will be 452
converted into parallel signals by the serial–parallel converter, 453
respectively. The serial sequence W2 will be addressed first 454
because it is assumed M2 ≥ M1 in Algorithm 1 as an example. 455
The resulting parallel bits are labeled as ci, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n2, 456
as shown in Fig. 3. Then, k2 bits will be processed by the 457
convolutional encoder of Fig. 4, while r2 uncoded bit will be 458
used for constellation mapping. For example, as RN→DN2 link 459
employs TC-NC-16PSK using Rate2 = 3/4, thus the first three 460
bits of W2 = “01101001 . . .” will be labeled as c2 = 0, c1 = 1, 461
and c0 = 1, with k2 = 2 and r2 = 1 corresponding to the eight- 462
state TCM. 463
Step 2: k2 uncoded bits are generated by the convolutional 464
encoder to produce three encoded bits. Similar to the clas- 465
sic TCM structure depicted in Fig. 4, in most instances, we 466
employ a rate kˆ/(kˆ + 1) convolutional encoder according to 467
Ungerboeck’s design [24]. Continuing by the above example, 468
the bits {c1, c0} are encoded by the system’s recursive convolu- 469
tion code to generate {b2, b1, b0}. As for the rest of the bits, {c2} 470
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Algorithm 2: NC-based Viterbi Algorithm for TC-NCM.
Input: Modulated NC symbol X
Output: Demodulated signal Wˆi, i = 1, 2
Initial:
 Set PMi , BMi and SURi to be 0, state memory of
TC-NCM modules to be “00 . . .”
 Store the accumulations of PMi and SURi at time
instant t− 1
Step 1:
 Label X as Yi,t , i = 1, 2 for DN1 and DN2, separately
 Fetch the priori knowledge of Xi [ξi ] for W3−i , i = 1, 2
at DNi
 Obtain the state transition and Cip,q
′
at time instant t
Step 2: Applying the “Rotated”/“Circular-shifted” branch
metric calculation
 For DNi owning Yi,t with priori knowledge Xi [ξi ]
– Rotated/Circular-shifted the ED calculation by
values of Xi [ξi ] for all constellation points
– Operate on Cip,q
′ to calculate the ED between Yi,t(t)
and all the other constellation points
 Obtain the BMi,t(p, q) for DNi separately
Step 3:
 Update the path metric PMi,t(q) and surviving path
SURi,t(q)
 Compare each PMi , select the minimum PMi
Step 4: Apply parallel-serial convert
 Operate on the minimum PMi to restore the decoded
parallel signal Zi
 Convert Zi into the serial signal Wˆi
generates {b3}, as seen in Fig. 4. Then, we obtain the codeword471
C1 = {b3, b2, b1, b0}, with a code rate of Rate = 3/4.472
Step 3: According to the general set-partitioning method of473
TCM, the “Coset Selector 2” of Fig. 3 uses {b2, b1, b0} to choose474
a subset of the M2 = 16 constellation. At the same time, the475
“Signal Point Selector 2” uses the bits {b3} to select a specific476
constellation point from the selected subset. Then, the “Constel-477
lation Map 2” of Fig. 3 maps the codeword C1 to the selected478
point of the M2 constellation. Fig. 5(a) shows the mapping phi-479
losophy of TC-NC-16PSK. The above example {c2, c1, c0} is480
eventually mapped to C1 = {0100}. Additionally, we may infer481
the signal’s phase of θ2 = 3π/4, whereas for QAM we would482
similarly obtain the symbol’s amplitudes.483
Step 4: Algorithm 1 and assumption A4)5 guarantee that M1484
itself is a subset of M2, therefore we may employ Steps 1–3485
to map W1 to a specific symbol of the constellation M1. For486
example, for the RN→ DN1 link employing TC-NC-8PSK487
for W1 = “010011 . . .,” {a1, a0} = {01} will generate {010}.488
Thus, we may infer the code rate of 2/3 and the phase θ1 = π/2489
of the point, which is shown as an example in Fig. 6(a).490
Step 5: Use the modulo addition of the phases θ1 and θ2491
(or the amplitudes aI , aQ for QAM) to produce the NC sym-492
bol phase of θ = [θ1 + θ2] mod 2π. The concrete operation493
5This special case of M2/M1 = N or M1/M2 = N is employed in order
to simplify the design for QAM/PSK.
Fig. 5. Mapping rule of set-partitioning-based TC-NC-16PSK. (a) Coding
design and (b) decoding design.
Fig. 6. Mapping rule of set-partitioning-based TC-NC-8PSK. (a) Coding
design and (b) decoding design.
of our NC-QAM/PSK is detailed in the previous section (see 494
Section III). Continuing the above example, it will generate 495
a phase of θ = 5π/4 along with the corresponding code words 496
{0110}, converting the signal point into a complex signal. Then, 497
the downlink transmitter of the RN broadcasts the modulated 498
signal X to both DN1 and DN2. 499
A few further points have to be noted: 1) The trellis may 500
have four, eight, 16, or even more states. In reality, for most 501
applications, the complexity constraints of the current hardware 502
designs typically limit the number of trellis states. 2) Embedding 503
the message W1 into W2 does not affect the maximum of the 504
minimum ED amongst the legitimate symbols, which implies 505
that beneficial coding gains can be obtained. 506
D. Decoder Design of TC-NC-QAM/PSK 507
Specifically, our decoder design improves the traditional 508
Viterbi algorithm by invoking the NC philosophy for calcu- 509
lating the metrics as described below. In the demodulator de- 510
sign of NC-QAM/PSK [13], the receivers DN1 and DN2 know 511
θi, i = 1, 2 (or aIi + jaQi for QAM) as a priori and use them to 512
detect the symbol by appropriately rotating (or circularly shift- 513
ing) the decision region of the MPSK/MQAM constellation. 514
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Fig. 7. One possible error path in TC-NC-16PSK (eight-state trellis).
More explicitly, we carry out the above-mentioned circular con-515
stellation rotation when calculating the branch metric (BM) in516
the Viterbi algorithm. This is essential because there is no need517
to add dedicated modules for separately demodulating the sym-518
bols in our current design. The joint demodulation and decoding519
constitutes an inseparable core of the TCM structure.520
We continue our receiver design based on Algorithm 2 on the521
previous example of using TC-NC-16PSK and TC-NC-8PSK522
for elaboration. After DN1 and DN2 receive a series of the523
RN’s broadcast signal X , the decoders decode the signal using524
the steps listed below.525
Step 1: Let us denote the sequence transmitted by the RN526
as X0,X1,X2, . . . , Xt and the message sequence received by527
DN1 and DN2 by Yi,0, Yi,2, Yi,3, . . . , Yi,t , i = 1, 2, where t is the528
time instant. We then construct both the specific state diagram529
and state-transition diagram, corresponding to the convolutional530
encoder. Fig. 7 shows the eight-state state-transition diagram of531
16PSK.532
Step 2: AsW1 has to be transmitted via the RN→DN2 link, we533
can identify in advance the specific state transitions based on the534
constellation mapping rules and on the state-transition diagram.535
Continue with the Step 1 above, we then calculate the EDs536
between the received signal and all the other legitimate signal537
constellation points. Here, the EDs (or BM) are calculated by538
taking into account the a priori knowledge of having θ2 = 3π/4539
at the DN2, which is equivalent to pairing the codewords and540
the modulated phase rotating the constellation anticlockwise by541
an angle of θ2, as seen in Fig. 6(b). We may therefore obtain542
minimum ED BM2,t(p, q).543
Step 3: Update the patch metric, continuing now with the544
TC-NC-16PSK example. Let us assume all the P states before545
the current q state are546
p (1, q) = q1, . . . , p (p, q) = qp , . . . , p (P, q) = qP . (11)
Calculate the sum of each previous path metric PM2,t−1547
(qp), p = 1, . . . , P with the current branch metric BM2,t(p, q).548
Find the max one, and let it be the patch metric at current time549
instant t by calculating550
PM2,t (q) = max {PM2,t−1 (qp) + BM2,t (p, q)} (12)
where we have q = 1, . . . , P , with P denotes previous P status.551
Step 4: Update the surviving path SUR2,t(q). Each state along 552
the surviving path is associated with an information symbol 553
output during the tth time slot. Compare all the accumulated 554
path metrics PM2 that merge into the same state and then retain 555
the more likely one, while discarding the other one. Thus, the 556
decoding output is uniquely and unambiguously specified by 557
the surviving path SUR2,t (see dashed line in Fig. 7), having the 558
minimum accumulated path metric along all the states. A final 559
note about this step is that when employing for judgment at each 560
state, there may occur that the ED values of two paths are the 561
same, then any of the two path may be used for decoding the 562
sequence because the accumulated path values are the same. 563
Step 5: Convert the decoded parallel signals, say, {cˆ2, cˆ1, cˆ0} 564
into a serial sequence. Then, DN2 recovers the received message 565
Wˆ1. For the RN→DN1 link, we may employ the same method 566
and the a priori information θ1, as in the previous steps, to 567
recover the message Wˆ2. 568
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 569
Upon using the subset partitioning inherent in coded modula- 570
tion, trellis or lattice codes designed for fading channels can be 571
directly amalgamated with adaptive modulation. Therefore, we 572
can adjust both the power and the transmit rate (constellation 573
size) as a function of the instantaneous SNR without affecting 574
the attainable channel coding gain. The relationships between 575
power, rates, and BER constraints6 were investigated in detail in 576
[16] and [21]. More explicitly, a transmit power control policy 577
of joint power- and rate-adaptive NCM designed for DF-TWR’s 578
downlink was derived in [21]. If we use this power control pol- 579
icy in conjunction with the superimposed trellis code proposed 580
in the previous section (see Section IV), then we can reduce the 581
transmit power S(γ1, γ2) by the effective power gain of Ge of 582
TCM and still maintain the target BER. Some of the coding gains 583
of TCM-PSK and TCM-QAM are summarized in Tables I and 584
II [23], where m˜ denotes the number of input uncoded bits, and 585
h0, h1, and h2 are parity-check coefficients [23]. These gains can 586
be achieved in each mode of our adaptive TC-NC-QAM/PSK 587
scheme. 588
We will next get into the performance analysis in more detail. 589
Before presenting the analysis, we list all the symbols and their 590
meaning in Tables III and IV to augment our exposition. 591
In discrete-rate adaptive NCM design, we determine the con- 592
stellation size associated with each SNR by discretizing the 593
range of channel fade levels. Specifically, the range of γi will be 594
divided into Ni fading regions, where Ri,ni = [γi,ni−1, γi,ni ) , 595
ni = 1, . . . , Ni denotes the fading boundaries, where we have 596
γi,0 = 0, γi,Ni = ∞. We, hence, activate the pair of fixed con- 597
stellation sizes M1,n1 , M2,n2 , when we have γ1 ∈ R1,n1 , γ2 ∈ 598
R2,n2 . For discrete-rate adaptive NCM, we denote the discrete 599
constellation sizes by M1,η , η = 1, 2, . . . , n1 and M2,δ , δ = 600
1, 2, . . . , n2, as shown in Fig. 8. We define in Table III that the 601
BER constraints for RN→DN1 and RN→DN2 be P1 and P2. 602
Then, based on BER bounds in [16] and [21] and on coding 603
6In general the desired value of the ED d0 is determined from the target BER
of the system.
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TABLE I
CHANNEL CODING GAIN OF TCM-PSK
Constellation Size Number of Coding bits State Coding Gain (dB) H (D )
h0 h1 h2
4PSK/8PSK(m˜ = 2) 1 4 3.01 05 02 \
4PSK/8PSK(m˜ = 2) 2 8 3.60 11 02 04
4PSK/8PSK(m˜ = 2) 2 32 4.59 45 16 34
16PSK/8PSK(m˜ = 3) 1 4 3.54 05 02 \
16PSK/8PSK(m˜ = 3) 1 8 4.01 13 04 \
16PSK/8PSK(m˜ = 3) 1 32 5.13 45 10 \
TABLE II
CHANNEL CODING GAIN OF TCM-QAM
Constellation Size Number of Coding bits State Coding Gain (dB) H (D )
h0 h1 h2
4QAM(m˜ = 2) 1 4 3.01 05 02 \
4QAM(m˜ = 2) 2 8 3.98 11 02 04
4QAM(m˜ = 2) 2 32 4.77 41 06 10
16QAM(m˜ = 4) 1 4 3.01 05 02 \
16QAM(m˜ = 4) 2 8 3.98 11 02 04
16QAM(m˜ = 4) 2 32 4.77 41 06 10
64QAM(m˜ = 5) 1 4 2.80 05 02 \
64QAM(m˜ = 5) 2 8 3.77 11 02 04
64QAM(m˜ = 5) 2 32 4.56 41 06 10
Fig. 8. Fading region zoning.
gain Ge , we arrive at the pair of BER expression for TC-NC-604
QAM/PSK:605 ⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
P1 ≤ β1 exp
[
−β2Ge η λ1γ1
S η δ (γ 1 , γ 2)
S¯
2β 3k 1, η −β4
]
P2 ≤ β1 exp
[
−β2Ge δ λ2γ2
S η δ (γ 1 , γ 2)
S¯
2β 3k 2, δ −β4
] (13)










Interpretation of parameters are shown in Table III. To facilitate 607
the following discussion, (13) can be rewritten as 608{
M1,η ≤ β4 + K1Geη λ1γ1 Sη δ (γ1,γ2)S¯
M2,δ ≤ β4 + K2Geδ λ2γ2 Sη δ (γ1,γ2)S¯
(15)
with the SNR-loss λi7 denoted by 609⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
λ1 = 1, λ2 =
1−M −12, δ
1−M −11, η




, λ2 = 1, if M2,δ ≥ M1,η ≥ 2
λ1 = λ2 = 1, for NC-PSK Scheme
(16)
where Ki = −β2/ln (P1/β1) is related to the BER constraints 610
P1 and P2. Additionally, β1, β2, β3, β4 are constants that cor- 611
respond to the specific QAM/PSK modes [26], as shown in 612
Table IV. 613
Combining our objectives with the constraints of (13), we 614
next formulate the optimization problem. 615
Problem Definition: Maximizing the weighted achievable 616
throughput, subject to both the average power and BER 617




























p (γ1) p (γ2) dγ1dγ2 = 1
0 < γ1,1 < · · · < γ1,η−1 < γ1,η < · · · < γ1,N1
0 < γ2,1 < · · · < γ2,δ−1 < γ2,δ < · · · < γ2,N2
Sηδ (γ1, γ2) ≥ 0.
(17)
Q3
This is a high-dimensional multivariable discrete optimiza- 619
tion problem, whose closed-form solution is hard to obtain and 620
is rather difficult to solve with a conventional convex optimiza- 621
tion method. Fortunately, inspired by the fading region zoning 622
philosophy of [16] and discrete NCM approaches of [21], we 623













A few further points have to be noted about the optimization 625
problem: 626
1) As is graphically portrayed in Fig. 8, in each fading region, 627
one transmit power Sηδ (γ1, γ2) corresponds to two rates (M1,η 628
and M2,δ ). However, M1,η and M2,δ destined for DN1 and DN2 629
cannot reach their optimal match with the Sηδ (γ1, γ2) at the 630
same time, except when γ1 = γ2 which is practically impossible 631
in time-varying fading channels. That is to say, (18) signifies an 632
inevitable power-loss or rate-loss. 633
7Here, the SNR loss is imposed by NC-QAM, which implies some extra
energy consumption will be resulted due to the direct current (DC) bias [13].
The in-depth derivation of the SNR loss is provided in the Appendix.
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TABLE III
LIST OF PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS
Symbols Meaning of the symbol
Ge channel coding gain Sη δ (γ1, γ2) transmit power at RN
m˜ uncoded data bits k1, η , k2, δ transmit rates
S¯ average transmit power K 1, K 2 Ki = −β2/ ln (Pi /β1)
η , δ the subscripts of region zoning N1, N2 the number of zoning
ω1, ω2 weighting factors of each user rη , rδ redundant bits per symbol
P1, P2 BER constraints γ1, η , γ2, δ the boundaries of zoning
M 1, η , M 2, δ constellation sizes for the η th, δ th area p(γ1), p(γ2) distributions of SNR
γ¯1, γ¯2 average SNRs R1, n 1 , R2, n 2 fading region zoning
β1, β2, β3, β4 BER curve fitting parameters (Table IV) H (D ), h0, h1, h2 parity-check coefficients [27]
λ1, λ2 SNR-loss imposed by NC-QAM
TABLE IV
CONSTANTS IN BER APPROXIMATIONS
β1 β2 β3 β4
MQAM 0.2 1.5 1 1
MPSK(Mode1) 0.05 6 1.9 1
MPSK(Mode2) 0.2 7 1.9 −1
MPSK(Mode3) 0.25 8 1.94 0
2) Intuitively, to maximize the pair of user’s weighted634
sum rate is equivalent to find the optimal region par-635
titions R1,n1 = [γ1,n1−1, γ1,n1) , n1 = 1, . . . , N1 and R2,n2 =636
[γ2,n2−1, γ1,n2) , n2 = 1, . . . , N2, which are jointly determined637
by the average power constraint and the fading distribution638
p(γi), i = 1, 2. R1,η and R2,δ cannot be found in a closed639
form, and hence, it has to be determined using numerical search640
techniques.641
Of particular note is that the search method of this opti-642
mization problem imposes an excessive computational com-643
plexity due to its multilayer nested loop. The traditional search644
technique of [16] adopted an exhaustive search (ES) method,645
which again, imposes an excessive computational complexity.646
Although the optimization problem can be solved with the aid647
of the ES algorithm, we have designed a reduced-complexity648
heuristic algorithm to solve this problem by invoking a sim-649
ulated annealing (SA) algorithm, as seen in Algorithm 3. Fi-650
nally, once the optimal boundaries have been obtained, they can651
be stored in a lookup table, hence dispensing with real-time652
calculations.653
From the above derivation and discussion, it might be654
concluded that the combination of TC-NCM with discrete-655
rate adaptive modulation holds the promise of improving the656
throughput of DF-TWR, while maintaining the same BER per-657
formance. Relying on the optimization problem of (17) and (18),658
we will next present the analytical and simulation results.659
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS660
In this section, we provide both simulation results and nu-661
merical results for characterizing both the BER performance662
and the bandwidth efficiency of the four-state TC-NCM scheme663
of Tables I and II described in the previous section. These re-664
sults are obtained using both the analytical formulas derived665
in Section V and simulations. The simulations are based on666
Algorithm 3: SA-Based Numerical Searching Method.
Input: γi , temperature = 30, iter = 200, L = 1
Output: R∗, Ri∗
1: Initial a set of R;
2: while temperature > 0.0001 do
3: for i = 0 to iter do
4: Calculate the power Pw based on γi and R;
5: Generate new R′;
6: Re-Calculate the power Pw′;
7: if Pw′ − Pw < 0 then
8: Let R = R′;
9: else
10: if (Pw′ − Pw)/tempreature > rand() then




15: L = L + 1;
16: if tempreature > 20 then
17: Let temperature = temperature ∗ 0.95;
18: else
19: Let temperature = temperature ∗ 0.99;
20: end if
21: end while
22: Calculate the achievable rate R∗;
23: Let Ri∗ = R;
24: return R∗, Ri∗
Ungerboeck’s TCM method [24], with the NCM embedded into 667
TCM, using the following experimental conditions: 668
1) Common Parameter Settings: 669
a) Fading distribution: Let the fading channels obey 670
Rayleigh fading adhering to A1). Then, the distribu- 671









, i = 1, 2. (19)
b) Redundancy rate: Let rη = 1 and rδ = 1. 673
c) Coding rate: We employ a rate of k/(k + 1) for the 674
convolutional encoder. 675
d) TC-NCM state: We employ 4-State, 8-State, and 676
32-State TC-NCM having the coding gains listed in 677
Tables I and II. 678
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Fig. 9. BER performance of four-state TC-NCM-8PSK.
Fig. 10. Throughput of four-state adaptive TC-NC-PSK.
e) SNR-loss for NC-QAM: If we let the constellation679
sets of TC-NC-QAM be Mi ∈ {0, 4, 16, 64}, then680
the exact SNR-loss of (16) can be calculated, as681
shown in Table IV.682
f) BER and average power constraint: The target BER683
is 10−3 and S = 1.684
g) Range of SNR fluctuations: We restrict the near-685
instantaneous SNR fluctuations to limited dynamic686
range, which was set to be ten times the average687
SNR.8688
h) BER parameters βi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4: MQAM and689
MPSK (Mode 1).690
i) Weighting factors: Let ωi = 0.5, i = 1, 2.691
2) Fig. 9 Parameter Settings:692
a) Constellation size for the RN→DN1 link: TC-NCM693
with M1 = 8.694
b) Asymptotic curve and uncoded theoretical four-PSK695
curve [27].696
c) TC-NCM State: Four-State TCM.697
d) Number of transmission bits: 106.698
3) Fig. 10 Parameter Settings:699
a) Continuous-rate adaptive NC-PSK scheme: [21,700
Eq. (40)].701
8This is a reasonable choice for Rayleigh fading channels. For example,
we may have the fluctuations of instantaneous SNR to be γi ∈ [0, 10γ¯i ] , i =
1, 2. Therefore, the probability of instantaneous SNR beyond 10γ¯i is about
4.5400× 10−5/γ¯i , which is small enough to be neglected.
Fig. 11. Throughput versus average SNR for different number of states in
TC-NC-PSK.




4QAM λ = 1 λ = 4/5 λ = 16/21
16QAM λ = 4/5 λ = 1 λ = 20/21
64QAM λ = 16/21 λ = 20/21 λ = 1
b) Adaptive PSK scheme: [26, ch. 9.4.2, 702
Eqs. (9.61)–(9.67)]. 703
c) Discrete-rate adaptive NC-PSK scheme: [21, Sce- 704
nario 6, Tab. II]. 705
d) Constellation size Mi ∈ {0, 4, 8, 16}. 706
4) Fig. 11 Parameter Settings: 707
a) TC-NCM State: 4-State, 8-State, 32-State TCM. 708
b) Constellation set: Mi ∈ {0, 4, 8, 16}. 709
c) Channel coding gains: Column 4 of Table I. 710
5) Fig. 12 Parameter Settings: 711
a) Adaptive NC-QAM: [21, Eq. (39)]. 712
b) Adaptive QAM scheme: [26, ch. 9.3.4, 713
Eqs. (9.19)–(9.22)]. 714
c) Constellation set: Mi ∈ {0, 4, 16, 64}. 715
d) TC-NCM State: Four-State TCM. 716
e) Channel coding gains: Column 4 of Table II. 717
f) SNR-loss: Table V. 718
A range of representative numerical results are presented for 719
validating our previous analysis. Let us first demonstrate that 720
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embedding NCM into TCM does not affect the channel coding721
gain, and that the resultant TC-NCM design has the same BER722
performance as TCM. Fig. 9 plots our BER simulation results723
for the RN→DN1 link based on our TC-NC-PSK scheme. For724
comparison, the benchmarks include the BER simulation results725
of four-state TCM-8PSK, the uncoded 4PSK, as well as the726
asymptotic performance of TCM-PSK [27, Fig. 4]. Observe that727
the TCM-8PSK curve and our proposed TC-NC-8PSK curve728
match well with each other, which confirms that embedding729
NCM into TCM does not affect the BER performance. Hence,730
it can be concluded that we can exploit the coding gain of TCM731
for adaptive NCM. For example, four-state TCM offers a coding732
gain of 3.01 dB [23], compared to uncoded QPSK. Therefore,733
our TC-NCM also obtains the same coding gain with the aid734
of four-state TCM. Higher gains may be obtained if we adopt735
a higher memory TCM design. Based on this conclusion, we736
could further analyze the performance of TC-NCM.737
We plot the achievable throughput of the four-state TC-NC-738
PSK in Fig. 10, where the benchmarks are the achievable rate739
of the single-user adaptive TCM, the continuous-rate adaptive740
NC-PSK and the discrete-rate adaptive TC-NC-PSK schemes.741
It can be observed that the proposed TC-NC-PSK is superior to742
its counterparts operating without TCM, where the throughput743
gain ranges from 0.25 to 0.35 bits/symbol at low SNRs. We will744
offer further observations during our forthcoming discourse.745
1) It can be concluded that our proposed TC-NC-PSK at-746
tains a higher throughput than adaptive NC-PSK [21] for747
the DF-TWR’s downlink. The achievable rate of TC-NC-748
PSK approaches the single-user TCM scheme’s perfor-749
mance, despite the fact that our scheme supports the more750
challenging scenario of DF-TWR.751
2) The system benefits substantially from channel coding (by752
about 3 dB), when the average SNRs are low, whereas it753
only benefits modestly at high average SNRs. This is due754
to the fact that upon increasing the average SNR, the BER755
target of 10−3 can be readily satisfied. Therefore, the chan-756
nel coding benefits become modest. This is the rationale757
of gradually increasing the code-rate toward unity.758
3) It is also worth noting that the throughput of the discrete-759
rate adaptive scheme saturates upon increasing the average760
SNR at the same value (about 2.105 bps/Hz) as that of its761
uncoded adaptive NC-PSK counterpart. This is due to the762
fact that in (14), we adopt β3 = 1.9 for MPSK. Hence,763
for the optimal solution, we have an achievable rate of764
(log216)/1.9 ≈ 2.1053.765
We then further present the throughput of adaptive TC-NC-766
PSK for higher complexity codes in Fig. 11. Naturally, a higher767
number states will offer a higher coding gain (4.5 dB or more)768
but will increase the decoding complexity of the design.769
In order to complete our adaptive TC-NCM design, we char-770
acterize the attainable throughput of TC-NC-QAM in Fig. 12.771
Similar trends prevail as previously. Of particular note is that772
our TC-NCM scheme adopts a joint coding and modulation773
design, which reduces the associated hardware cost. There-774
fore, it is suitable for diverse practical applications. Based on775
Figs. 10–12, it can be concluded that our holistic design has776
the advantage of an improved adaptability and high throughput,777
especially for transmission at low average SNRs.778
VII. CONCLUSION 779
In this paper, we developed a transmission regime for the 780
downlink of a DF-TWR system, relying on the combination 781
of TCM and NCM. The general principle of combining coset 782
codes with NCM was presented. We then conceived the 783
transmitter structure of our TC-NCM scheme and applied this 784
design to practical QAM/PSK arrangements. We continued by 785
proposing the general encoding and decoding algorithm for 786
TC-NC-QAM/PSK, where our transmission mechanism was 787
interpreted with the aid of examples. Finally, the attainable 788
performance of our discrete-rate adaptive NCM scheme was 789
investigated. Our simulation and numerical results indicate that 790
compared to uncoded adaptive NC-QAM/PSK and to peer- 791
to-peer adaptive modulation, our proposed TC-NCM schemes 792
are capable of further improving the throughput of DF-TWR 793
systems while maintaining the same BER performance. For 794
future studies, an attractive direction is to investigate the 795
attainable shaping gain of the constellation, which may further 796
improve the system’s throughput. 797
APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF THE SNR-LOSS [13] 798
An SNR-loss is imposed by NC-QAM when the transmit rates 799
for the pair of downlinks of TWR are different. This implies that 800
for the coupled RN→DN1 and RN→DN2 links, if one of the 801
user’s rate and power achieves the optimal match,9 the other 802
one will have a rate determined by the maximum constellation 803
size it can employ. 804
Derivation of the SNR-loss: Assume that M1 and M2 (M2 > 805
M1) are the constellation sizes for the RN→DN1 and RN→DN2 806
links, respectively. By exploiting the symbol error rate (SER) 807
formula of NC-QAM [13], the SER of a circularly shifted 808
MQAM constellation is identical to that of the original MQAM 809
for the same minimum symbol distance. 810
According to (5) and (6) and exploiting that aIi , aQi ∈ Ai , we 811










with d denoting half of the symbol distance in QAM. We have 813















⎠ , i = 1, 2. (21)
Let us insert d1 as well as d2 into (21) and introduce 815







. Then, we may arrive at the unified SER expres- 817













, i = 1, 2. (22)
9Here, the optimal match means that the transmit power is the one which
happens to be the power that a specific modulation mode requires.
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Since M2 > M1, we have λ1 < 1 and λ2 = 1, which implies819
imposing an SNR loss for the RN→DN1 link that remains con-820
stant across the entire SNR range.821
Analysis: The reason for this SNR loss at the receiver of DN1822
can be stated as follows. Since QAM is regarded as a pair of823
orthogonal pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) signals, we may824
simply focus our discussions on the I component. Given aI2 , the825

















In contrast to the classic zero-mean
√
M1-ary PAM, the direct827
current bias of such a circularly shifted
√
M1-ary PAM con-828
stellation will result in some extra energy consumption, which829
therefore results in the above-mentioned SNR loss.830
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